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Answer: A
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given this sequence of events:
- A user was synchronized in from ldap
- That user was deleted in ldap
- A synchronization occurred
- That user was added back to ldap
- A synchronization occurred
Why is that user not able to log into the activiti-app?
A. The user needs to be deleted fully and re-added manually to
activiti-app.
B. The user is not assigned to the 'app-designer-users' group.
C. The user is inactive because of the sync after deletion and
needs to be activated in IDM.
D. A user once deleted cannot be added back to the
activiti-app.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-instances/cont
ainer-instances-liveness-probe
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